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I joined Micrium in 2002, a leading provider of embedded 
software, including the uC/OS real time kernel.Prior to 
Micrium, I was in charge of an IP (Internet Protocol) 
certification program at the International Institute of Telecom 
(IIT) in Montreal, Canada.Throughout my 22 years in the 
telecom industry, I have served as an executive in large scale 
organizations as well as start-ups, mainly in the engineering 
and R&D fields. I also currently serve as vice president of the 
IPSO Alliance Board of Directors, where I provide guidance on 
the embedded systems industry to the IPSO Alliance to 
advance the mutual goals of making IoT a reality. Ihold a 
Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of 
Sherbrooke, in Quebec, Canada.



IPSO Alliance

IPSO Vision

“Building a Smarter World through the Internet of Things”TM

Connecting people, businesses and environments

securely and efficiently

www.ipso-alliance.org



Connected Device System versus IoT

There is no “one size fits all” IoT



General 
Purpose OS

25%

Real-Time OS
75%

IoT Requires Scalable RTOS Solutions

5

Source: ARM

Embedded Market Forecast 2015 

Complete Solutions with Embedded RTOS Required



For a quick overview of the potential IoT protocols, let’s 
categorize them: 

• Consumer vs Industrial

• Web vs IoT

• Request/Response vs Publish/Subscribe

What is available today for the IoT protocol?



IoT Systems – Consumer vs Industrial
Even though this industry is very young, we are starting to see the emergence of 

two types of IoT systems

Source: Patrick Morehead, Forbes, “Who Wins In The Industrial Internet Of Things (IIoT)?”, October 29 2013

Attribute Industrial IoT Human IoT

Market Opportunity Brownfield (known environment) Greenfield (unchartered domain)

Product Lifecycle Until dead or obsolete Whims of style and/or budget

Solution Integration Heterogeneous APIs Vertically integrated

Security Access Identity & privacy

Interaction Autonomous Reactive

Availability 0.9999 to 0.99999 (4–5 ‘9’s) 0.99 to 0.999 (2–3 ‘9’s)

Access to Internet Intermittent to independent Persistent to interrupted

Response to Failure Resilient, fail-in-place Retry, replace

Network Topology Federations of peer-to-peer Constellations of peripherals

Physical Connectivity Legacy & purpose-built Evolving broadband & wireless



Internet Protocol Usage – Web vs IoT

Web services

 IP protocol family can be used to provide services to device

– Ex:  SMS text, e-mail, file sharing, streaming audio, speech to text, social media …

IoT services

 The availability of back-end services based on IP protocols are what is differentiating 

“IoT devices” from “connected devices” : storage, multiple devices/applications data 
usage, system analytics and potential for efficiency gain, …  



Internet Protocol Types
Request/Response

 HTTP Web Services

 WebSocket Web Services

 CoAP IoT Services

 DDS IoT Services

Publish/Subscribe

 MQTT IoT Services

 XMPP Web Services

 Can do Request/Response with polling

 CoAP (under definition by IETF)



HTTP



An HTTP Request - The notion of REST

Open socket

Close socket

HTTP client opens a 

connection (socket) 

and sends a request 

message to an HTTP 

server.

HTTP is a Request/Response protocol

The server then returns 

a response message, 

usually containing the 

resource that was 

requested.

After delivering the response, the client closes the connection (making HTTP a stateless protocol, that is, not 

maintaining any connection information between transactions).

This is where the notion of REST (REpresentational State Transfer) comes from.



http and https

• Typical https (showing the messages, not 
the number of packets)

• Areas in blue are optional (bidirectional 
SSL/TLS)

• Connection is initiated by a client

• Client always has to poll the server, server 
cannot initiate connection: not efficient for 
an embedded device

• High overhead: Open/Send/Close for every 
application message 



XMPP



XMPP

XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) • Runs over TCP, and sometimes over 

HTTP over TCP 

• Key strength is the use of the 

name@domain.com addressing 

scheme that leverages the global 

DNS infrastructure making it easy to 

find devices on the Internet

• XMPP mainly use polling

• Servers can push using BOSH 

(Bidirectional streams over 

Synchronous HTTP)



Websocket



A Websocket connection

WebSockets are a bi-directional, full-

duplex, persistent connections from a client 

to a server. 

Once a WebSocket connection is 

established the connection stays open until 

the client or server decides to close this 

connection. 

With this open connection, the client or 

server can send a message at any given 

time to the other. This makes web 

programming entirely event driven, not 

(just) user initiated.

It is stateful. 

Open socket

Close socket



Internet Protocols
Web versus dedicated IoT



CoAP



CoAP – Design goals
• Constrained devices

• Processor - Flash/RAM

• Constrained Networks

• i.e. Wireless Sensor Networks

• Low power devices (sleep modes)

• Caching/Mapping to HTTP

• Resource processing

• Subscribe/Notify architecture

• Resource discovery

• Multicast

• UDP Transport

• Reliable

• Low Latency

• Use of MIME types

• Manageability



CoAP - Constrained Application Protocol

Architecture
RFC 7252

Constrained device

Proxy/Gateway



As of October 2014, an IETF draft was submitted defining 
publish/subscribe and message queuing functionality for CoAP that 
extends the capabilities for supporting nodes with long breaks in 
connectivity and/or up-time.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-koster-core-coap-pubsub-00

Publish/Subscribe with CoAP

CoAP Publish/Subscribe Architecture

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-koster-core-coap-pubsub-00


MQTT



MQTT

A simple network with three clients and a central broker

 MQTT has a client/server model, where every device is a client and connects to a server, known as a 

broker, over TCP.

 MQTT is message oriented. Every message is a discrete chunk of data, opaque to the broker.

 Every message is published to an address, known as a topic. Clients may subscribe to multiple topics. 

 Every client subscribed to a topic receives every message published to the topic.



MQTT Version 3.1.1 was last revised or approved by the membership 
of OASIS on 29 October 2014

• "OASIS" (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 
Standards) is a non-profit consortium that drives the development, 
convergence and adoption of open standards for the global information 
society

• IBM and Microsoft are amongst the initial foundational founders. The list of 
members can be found at this link:      https://www.oasis-
open.org/member-roster

Excellent training source:   http://www.hivemq.com/

MQTT

https://www.oasis-open.org/member-roster


MQTT Quality of Service (QoS)

The Quality of Service (QoS) level is an agreement between sender and receiver of a message regarding the 

guarantees of delivering a message. There are 3 QoSlevels in MQTT:



MQTT is lightweight but  has two drawbacks for very constrained devices:

• Every MQTT client must support TCP and will typically hold a connection open to 
the broker at all times. For some environments where packet loss is high or 
computing resources are scarce, this is a problem

• MQTT topic names are often long strings which make them impractical for 
802.15.4

Both of these shortcomings are addressed by the MQTT-SN protocol, which defines a 
MQTT UDP mapping and adds broker support for indexing topic names

MQTT-SN



DDS



Other data‐centric technologies:

• Databases: SQL

• Web: HTTP (mostly)

– assume the world changes slowly

– use network resources inefficiently

– are highly centralized 

Traditional data‐centric technologies not suited to scalable near real‐time systems



DDS is decentralized
DDS

• Is an Object Management Group (OMG) 
standard 

• Was introduced in 2004 

• Uses a Publish/Subscribe architecture 

• Uses network resources efficiently

• Commercial and Open Source versions available

• Fast

• 100,000’s update/sec

• Scalable

• Load independent # apps

• Managed with QoS

• Reliable

• No single point of failure

Can be deployed without servers/brokers



DDS standards

• DDS v1.2 API 

• Data Distribution Service 

Interoperability Wire 

Protocol (DDSI v2.1)



CIP



CIP is managed jointly by ODVA (Open DeviceNet Vendor Association) 
and ControlNet International (CI)

• It allows complete integration of control with information, multiple CIP 
Networks and Internet technologies

Introduced in 1994, DeviceNet™ is the first member of the CIP Family

ControlNet was introduced in 1997

In 2000, ODVA and CI introduced EtherNet/IP where 

CIP runs over TCP/IP

Common Industrial Protocol (CIP)



Common Industrial Protocol (CIP)



One more level

Device management



One of the most important requirement for an IoT system

• Very much Cloud based

Device Management:

• Configure the device (provisioning)
• Update the firmware securely (and maybe the application)

• Monitor and gather connectivity statistics

Out of the multiple device management functions, security and 
provisioning are the most complex ones

Device Management



Existing Systems/Protocols

• TR-069 (well know for broadband modem management, 
SOAP based)

• OMA-DM (An Open Mobile Alliance [OMA] standard for 
Device Management, mainly used by mobile network 
operators)

• Lightweight M2M (new OMA standard)

Device Management



LWM2M Architecture 

©Sensinode 2013

Built on top of CoAP

Much lighter than OMA-DM and 

TRS-069



Benefits of OMA Lightweight M2M

• Simple, efficient protocol, interfaces and payload formats

• Transport security based on DTLS 

– With Pre-shared and Public Key modes, Provisioning and Bootstrapping

• Powerful Object and Resource model

– Global registry and public lookup of all Objects

– Provides application semantics that are easy to use and re-use

– Standard device management Objects already defined by OMA

• Applicable to Cellular, 6LoWPAN, WiFiand ZigBee IP or any other IP based constrained devices or networks

• Ideal time-to-market for the standard

– LWM2M is commercially deployed since 2013

– Can be combined with existing Device Management offerings

– Will be supported in OneM2M and can be integrated with ETSI M2M

©Sensinode 2013



http://www.slideshare.net/IanSkerrett/iot-developer-survey-2016



IoT Developer Survey 2016 – Copyright Eclipse Foundation



IoT MQTT lab

Demonstrating the 4 elements of IoT

A TWR-K70F120M

TCP/IP – WiFi (Qualcomm GT202)

MQTT

Amazon Web Services IoT

1. The Thing

2. The local network

3. The Internet

4. The Cloud 

AWS IoT

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=TtlHVm_-BHxjDM&tbnid=L36i-NTpbN40sM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://planetcassandra.org/companies/&ei=KLENVM7cNJG1ggSVrIHICw&bvm=bv.74649129,d.eXY&psig=AFQjCNFwmXxjEp7pTie3t5e5q3obQwCCvA&ust=1410269857847350
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=TtlHVm_-BHxjDM&tbnid=L36i-NTpbN40sM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://planetcassandra.org/companies/&ei=KLENVM7cNJG1ggSVrIHICw&bvm=bv.74649129,d.eXY&psig=AFQjCNFwmXxjEp7pTie3t5e5q3obQwCCvA&ust=1410269857847350


Local setup to the Internet

Laptop

Target Control

USB

WiFi router

The Internet

TWR-K70F120M

AWS IoT

PC, Laptop, Tablet or Smartphone

Remote Control 

(can be the same as the Local Laptop)



IoT MQTT Lab

The Guided Demo



Launching IAR EWARM

Click File → Open → Workspace…

Once EWARM is running, click File → Open → Workspace… and browse 

to the workspace file OS3-MQTTc-SSL.eww  located at the following 

path:



IAR EWARM Project



Edit the WiFi credentials 

Open app_cfg.h

SSID = Micrium-Demo
PSK = Micrium-Demo

APP_CFG_WIFI_IF_EN: DEF_ENABLED

APP_CFG_WIFI_NET_SSID: Provided WiFi SSID 

APP_CFG_WIFI_NET_PSK: Provided WiFi Password



Rebuild All

Using 

Project –> Rebuild all

Or right click on the workspace 

and click on

Rebuild all



Compile and Flash



Flashing the target board
When the programming can begins, you will see a series of screens similar to 
these ones:

EWARM stops at main(). Click the Go button



Code is running

1. The Orange LED lights up when the Wi-Fi scan finds the Access Point.

2. The Yellow LED lights up when the target was able to join the Access Point.

3. The Green LED lights up when the MQTT connection has been established with the 

MQTT broker.

4. The Green LED blinks when MQTT data is published and/or received after a 

subscription.



IoT MQTT Lab

The Device and Local Control
Resources

Appliances

Dishwasher

Dryer

Lamp

Temperatures

Family Room

Garage

Kitchen



Visualizing the SmartHomeGateway

Simulation using µC/Probe



µC/Probe

Interface to SWD with J-Link

Windows

DLL

Debug Port

CPU

RAM

or

I/O

R/W

R/W

µC/Probe

J-Link



Launch µC/Probe

Look for the µC/Probe icon on the desktop or in the 
start-up menu. 



μC/Probe splash screen



μC/Probe interface settings

Click Settings



Use J-Link

1- Click J-Link

3- Select processor

2- Select speed and interface

4- Click OK



Open the dashboard workspace file
Click File → Open 



Locate SmartHomeGateway.wspx located at the following path:



Loading Components



Run μC/Probe

Click the Run button located in the top toolbar of µC/Probe



Access the ThingID from the µC/Probe data 

screen

Thing ID



Web interface to AWS IoT for our device

http://mqtt.micrium.com

1- Thing ID

2- Click  Update
3- Temperatures and 

Appliances are green 

(available)

mqtt.micrium.com



Web interface



Local Action / Remote View

Remote Action / Local View



Local Action / Remote View

Remote Action / Local View



My AWS account

https://micriumtraining.signin.aws.amazon.com/console

Enter the User Name and 

Password that are 

associated with the 

Access/Secret Key you 

used earlier in the lab. 



AWS IoT
AWS IoT

Once logged in 

you’ll be 

presented with 

a screen that 

shows most of 

AWS’s products. 

Click on AWS IoT



Or from the Services menu

2- AWS IoT

1- Services

If you don’t see AWS 

IoT on the main 

page, click on the 

Services dropdown 

menu and find it 

under the Internet of 

Things menu. 



AWS IoT dashboard 

The AWS IoT dashboard 

may present you with a 

box similar to the one 

above. Click the Get 

Started button to bring 

you to the main AWS IoT

Dashboard. 



AWS IoT MQTT Client MQTT Client

You should see two 

items already in your 

dashboard: a 

certificate and a 

policy. These were 

both created earlier 

when you used 

Micrium’s certificate 

generation tool.



AWS IoT MQTT Client

1- Enter or Generate a Client ID

2- Click Connect



MQTT namespace and topic

myhome / firstfloor / bedroom / temperature 

Topic level
separator

Topic level Topic level



MQTT namespace and topic

myhome / firstfloor / + / temperature 

Single Level
Wildcard

Only one level

myhome / firstfloor / # 

Multi-Level
Wildcard

Only at the end

Multiple topic levels



Smart Home Gateway MQTT topics

The topic structure for our activities is

com.ucos/appliance/<thingid>

com.ucos/temperature/<thingid>

com.ucos/alarms/temperature/<thingid>

• We utilize three main topics: appliance, temperature and alarms. 

• The <thingid> is the MAC address of your device as seen earlier on the μC/Probe 

dashboard

• Remember the # and + wildcards

• All messages passed back and forth are formatted in JSON. 



Appliance Messages (state)

• The Smart Home Gateway simulates three appliances: 
Dishwasher, Dryer, and a Lamp.

• All of the appliances pass data in the same JSON format on 
the topic com.ucos/appliance/thingid:

{“appliance” : {“state” : “0/1”, “milliamps” : “current_consumed”}}

• Each appliance passes it’s state as a 0 for off and 1 for on. It 
also passes a field millamps used to keep track of how much 
energy each appliance uses. In this lab we will not use the 
milliamps field. 



Appliance Messages (command)

• The webpage can also control the appliances with the 
“Toggle” button.

• The K70 subscribes to the topic 
com.ucos/appliance/cmd/thingid. The message format to 
control an appliacne remotely is:

{“appliance” : {“state” : “0/1”}}

• When the K70 receives a message on the command topic, it 
will change the appliance’s state which then forces the K70 to 
immediately publish that appliance’s new state.



Temperature Messages (value)

• Our K70 application simulates monitoring the temperature of 
three rooms in a house: Family Room, Kitchen and Garage. 

{“room” : {“F” : “temperature_val”, “humidity” : “humidity_val”}}

• Each temperature sensor passes the temperature in Fahrenheit and 
the humidity percentage (0 – 100). In this lab we will not use the 
humidity value.

• There is no command channel for the temperature sensors as the 
sensors we are simulating are not configurable. 



MQTT Subscription



MQTT Client used as a troubleshooting tool

Within a minute you 
should begin to see 
messages from the 
K70 similar to the 
messages in this 
screenshot. 
Because the data 
we’re sending is 
JSON formatted, 
AWS IoT is able to 

break it out and 
show each JSON 
item on its own line. 



Other AWS IoT tools

Rule Example

• The AWS IoT rules engine provides real time message 

processing and integration with other AWS services. 

• Let’s create a rule that monitors the family room 

temperature and if it goes above a specific value we will 

republish the data to another AWS IoT topic. 



Other AWS IoT tools

Rule Example
From the main AWS IoT Dashboard, click on the Create Resource button.

Next click on the Create a Rule button.

Enter a name (no spaces allowed) and a description for the rule.



Rule example

Select SQL version 2015-10-08. 

Enter * in the attribute field to grab the entire

message payload.

Enter com.ucos/temperature/+ for the topic filter.1

Note 1: the + wildcard will apply the rule to all 
the devices in your account. To apply the rule 
to your device only, use your <thingID>.

Set the condition to family_rm..F > 80. 



Rule example

Click on the Choose an 
action dropdown and 
select AWS IoT Republish. 

Enter alarms/temperature 
in the Topic field. 

Click the Create a new 
role link to the right of the 
Role name. 



Rule example
The tab opens up with the IAM role 
already filled out. 

The role is used for granting access to 
different AWS services. In our case since 
we just need to publish to AWS IoT when a 

rule matches the only permission we need 
to give the rule is iot:Publish. 

If you were creating a role that used other 
AWS services you would have to also 
grant permissions to access those services. 

Hit the Allow button in the bottom right 
hand corner of the page.



Rule example

After clicking Allow on 

the IAM page you will 

be brought back to the 

original page with the 

Role name set to the 

IAM role we just 

created. Click the Add

action button. 



Rule example

• After clicking Add action the Create button should 

become enabled. Click the Create button to 

create your rule.

• At this point the rule is enabled in AWS IoT and is 

monitoring all data being passed through AWS IoT. 



Rule example

Navigate back to the MQTT Client 

Click Generate Client ID 

button then click Connect

to establish a connection 

with AWS IoT. 



Rule example

Click on the Subscribe

to topic link and 

subscribe to the topic 

we entered in our rule: 

alarms/temperature. 

Then click the 

Subscribe button. 



Rule example

Leaving the web browser open, 
pull up μC/Probe again and 
navigate to the SHG Dashboard 
page. 

Using the Family Room slider raise 
the temperature to greater than 
80 degrees. 



Rule example

• Switch back to the web browser with the MQTT client and you should 

begin seeing messages on the topic alarms/family_rm. 

• This shows the rule is successfully firing when the data values meet the 

specific condition. If you lower the family room temperature slider 

below 80 degrees you will stop receiving messages. 



Micrium and AWS

• Micrium μC/OS RTOS and AWS is a great combination

• We hope you enjoyed this workshop.

• You can find additional information at:

https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/iot/

https://www.micrium.com

• Don’t hesitate to contact me at: 
christian.legare@micrium.com

https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/iot/
https://www.micrium.com/


Thank you


